The instability of granular materials due to water infiltration under fully drained conditions has been 15 previously considered in experimental studies. While laboratory experiments can provide macro-scale 16 insight into drained instability, the micro-mechanics under such conditions are yet to be explored. 17
coincided with fluctuations in the second-order work from a particle scale. The time of occurrence of 23 the onset of instability was seen to depend on initial packing density and stress state. A change in the 24 evolution of macro-and micro-mechanical quantities, showing either a sharp increase or decrease, 25 was observed once the CSD conditions had been reached. Finally, conventional drained then constant 26 volume (CDCV) tests were carried out where the appearance of instabilities and the evolution of 27 macro and micro quantities were found to be different from those observed in CSD tests. The results 28
Introduction
or q/p' ≈ 0.4), the stress path was changed to CSD, which was achieved with a servo-control by 114 simultaneously reducing the major and minor principal stresses, σ'1 and σ'3 respectively, by the same 115 amount. Different stress reduction rates (1 kPa/500 timesteps, 1 kPa/5000 timesteps and 1 kPa/50000 116 timesteps) were considered, and similar responses were observed. Therefore, only those results for a 117 reduction rate of 1 kPa/5000 timesteps are presented in this paper. The CSD path was continued until 118 the sample lost controllability as defined by Nova (1994) . A total of six tests were considered for the 119 first loading path. 120
121
In order to find the similarities and differences between the CSD tests and CDCV tests at their 122 different stages, instead of initiating CSD tests upon reaching q/p' ≈ 0.2, strain-controlled CV tests 123 were performed, i.e., following the second type of loading path presented in Figure 2 (b). The loading 124 path just before the start of the CV tests is the same as for the CSD tests. Therefore, differences 125 between the sample responses under CSD and CV conditions can be attributed solely to the different 126 loading conditions. 127 128 A third set of tests was performed, consisting of ten conventional CV strain controlled tests, and six 129 conventional drained (CD) tests with constant σ'3 and strain controlled to obtain the critical state lines 130 in both e-p' and q-p' planes, as well as the stress ratio (at instability state) -state parameter 131 relationship. All these tests used samples that were compressed to an isotropic confining pressure 132 prior to shearing; all of the CV tests had an initial p' of 500 kPa whereas a range of initial p' values 133 between 100 kPa and 5000 kPa were used for the CD tests. 134 135
Results 136

Stress-deformation response 137
Figure 3 shows how a constant σ'3 stress path was initially imposed, after which σ'3 was reduced 138 linearly with time under CSD conditions (stress path shown in Figure 2(a) ). Note that in the figures 139 below cross markers indicate the onset of instability for the CSD test, while "plus sign" markers relatesecond-order work at the macro and particle scale together with a criteria involving changes in q andreduce σ'1 and σ'3 equally, the sample was not able to sustain a constant deviatoric stress. 144
Circular markers indicate the initiation of the CSD tests for qCSD = 118 kPa, while triangular markers 149 indicate the initiation of the CSD tests for qCSD = 250 kPa. The inset figures provide an enlarged view 150 of the CSD stress paths, where a marked decrease in q is observed that finally leads to a loss in 151 controllability and the collapse of the system as described by Nova (1994) . This decrease in q appears 152 at a higher p' for looser samples; denser samples follow a longer stress path which crosses the CSL so 153 that decreases in q occur at lower p' values. 154
155
The stress paths for two CV tests are also included in Figure 4 conditions are imposed, as it had already crossed the IL before the isotropic unloading. The stress 167 ratios at the which the decrease in q starts for CSD-500-0.6238-118 and CSD-500-0.6238-250 are 168 below that for CV-500-0.6238 in the q-p' plane, suggesting that the test CV-500-0.6238 lost 169 controllability before reaching an initial peak in q, moreover fluctuations around the initial peak in q 170 are noted as well. In fact, the initial peak in q does not indicate an effective failure, given that q is 171 seen to steadily increase again after reaching a minimum in p', becoming dilatant. 172
173
The axial strain rate against time is presented in Figure 5 (a) for the CSD tests. For all tests, the strain 174 rates are initially lower than 100 s -1 but sharply increase approaching the end of the tests. The densest 175 sample experiences very low strain rates (< 1 s -1 ) that yield a low I (≤ 2.5e-3) indicating quasi-static 176 states (inertial forces are negligible). The increase in strain rate observed at the onset of instability, from those conventional drained and undrained triaxial tests described in Table 1 is overlaid and is  243 represented by a linear relationship following Li and Wang (1998) . In all cases, the onset of instability 244 occurs before reaching the critical state line. At the onset point of collapse, the failure mechanism is 245 dilation regardless of the initial state. For the loose sample (e0 = 0.6491), it initially contracts towards 246 the critical state line after the onset of instability, and crosses the CSL followed by dilation before 247 collapsing. Similar observations in the e-p' plane from laboratory CSD tests have been reported by 248 Chu and Leong (2001) . 249 between the initial void ratio before shearing takes place (e0) and the void ratio at the critical state (ecs) 252 at the same p'. A positive ψ indicates a loose state with a tendency to contract, while a negative ψ 253 indicates a dense state with a tendency to dilate. Hill's condition of instability states that the stress-strain state is stable if the second-order work is 278 strictly positive (d 2 W = dσ' dε > 0) for all changes in stress and strain (Darve et al. 2004 ). The second 279 order work for triaxial conditions is given by Equation (1) (Sawicki and Swidzinski, 2010), while 280 Figure 9 shows the second-order work defined here in Equation (1) for the stress paths shown in 281 Imposing a CSD stress path implies dq = 0, and dp' < 0, thus an unstable state will be associated with 284 εv passing through an extremum (Darve et al. 2004 ). For CV paths, thus an unstable state will be 285 associated with q passing through an extremum. tests with e0 of 0.5533 or 0.6238 and so for these CSD tests, the onset of instability was identified 336 from the inability of the system to sustain the imposed q by considering dq/dp' calculated between 337 neighbouring data output points as illustrated in Figure 9 . The ratio dq/dp' was zero or very small 338 (~10 -7 ) before the onset of instability; following a parametric study, a threshold value of dq/dp' of 1e-339 3 (i.e., dq/dp' > 1e-3) was taken to identify a reduction in q, marking the onset of instability. These 340 points are marked on Figure 4 . It is clear that the instability points for tests CSD-2 and CSD-5 do not 341 lie on the instability line for the CV test with e0 of 0.6238, i.e., using these criteria to identify 342 instability. These data do not conform to the theory proposed by Darve et al. (2004) . The lack of 343 agreement may be due to the use of σ'1 as a stress variation controlled loading rather than a volume 344 variation controlled loading. However the points identified using dq/dp' > 1e-3 are consistent with the 345 appearance of negative values and initiation of fluctuations in W 2 p . Although for the loose sample with 346 qCSD = 118 kPa an extremum in εv allowed the recognition of the onset of instability, W 2 p and dq/dp' 347 are also plotted for this case, to illustrate that its onset of instability also coincided with negative 348 values in W 2 p and rise of dq/dp'. As it becomes more difficult for samples to sustain the imposed q, 349 dq/dp' starts to rise and at the same time W 2 p starts to exhibit small-amplitude oscillations around zero. 350
However, once W 2 p becomes negative, dq/dp' shows abrupt and noticeable changes. values for CSD tests are linked to an increase in dq/dp'. From Figure 8 and Figure 10 it is evident that 363 the calculated macroscopic and particle-based second-order work are closely related, having changes 364 in sign or fluctuations taking place virtually at the same instant, in agreement with Darve et al (2007) . with qCSD = 250 kPa where this proportion reaches 60% at 2 ms which is about the time the specimen 376 crossed its bifurcation domain boundary. Close to the onset of instability there is a change in the slope 377 in the plots illustrated in Figure 11 , with the post-instability slopes reducing as packing density 378 increases. 379 380
Micro-mechanical response 381
In an attempt to understand the physical basis of instability during CSD tests, two particle-scale 382 parameters were analysed: the structural anisotropy (geometrical and mechanical anisotropies) and the 383 coordination number. Satake (1982) defined the fabric tensor as follows: 384
where Nc is the total number of contacts and ni is the unit contact normal. (an) and tangential contact force anisotropy (at), of which ac and an are dominant. The definition of anprobability distribution given by Equation (5). an is related to the second invariant of a ij n = 395 (15/2)F ij 'n /f ̅ 0 as a n = √ (3/2)a ij n a ij n , where f ̅ 0 = F ii n is the average normal contact force calculated 396 considering the entire V, different from the mean normal contact force averaged over all contacts.. 397 showing an overall lower weak contact proportion than CDCV. For the loose sample, no clear 486 difference in the weak contact proportion can be appreciated after the change in loading conditions. 487
Regardless of initial packing density, tests under CSD conditions show an abrupt decrease in the 488 proportion of weak contacts once the onset of instability is reached. For the case of the loose CDCV 489 test no difference in the proportion of contacts that are weak is seen at the onset of instability, 490 however at about 7 ms, the CDCV test starts presenting an increase in the weak contact proportion 491 that goes up to 1 when the system has fully liquefied. 492
Conclusions 494
A series of CSD tests with different densities and stress states were simulated. These simulations were 495 supplemented by CV simulations, carried out to obtain the relationship between the state parameterand stress ratio at the onset of instability. The simulation schedule included CDCV tests in order tobifurcation criterion according to the second-order work. The dense sample was found not to agree 505 strictly with the macro-scale second-order work criterion where the second-order work remained 506 positive before and after the onset of instability. However, the loose samples both at CSD and CDCV 507 loading conditions, were seen to agree with the macro-scale second-order work, becoming unstable at 508 a minimum in volumetric strain and at the peak of q respectively. The second-order work from a 509 particle scale was seen to be useful in capturing the onset of instability for CSD tests that do not attain 510 an extremum in volumetric strain. Regardless of initial density and deviatoric stress, all samples 511 experienced an onset of instability during the CSD tests. By contrast, only the loose sample liquefied 512 under CDCV conditions, with the medium dense and dense sample showing no signs of instability. At 513 the onset of instability a larger proportion of contacts with negative W 2 p was present in all CSD tests, 514 which were seen to carry most of the normal contact forces. When the stress ratio at the onset of 515 instability (η) is plotted against the initial state parameter (ψ), a linear relationship was found for the 516 CSD tests in η -ψ0 space, which differs from the η -ψ relationship for the CV tests. While the η -ψ 517 relationship for the CV tests is useful in determining the conditions of instability for medium dense 518 and loose samples under CSD conditions, it fails to capture the conditions of instability for dense 519 samples under CSD conditions. 520
521
The micro-mechanical quantities explored were found to be dependent on loading conditions, and had 522 marked differences before and after the onset of instability. While the structural anisotropy kept 523 increasing regardless of a constant or decaying q, the normal contact force anisotropy was seen to 524 decrease once the onset of instability was reached, which happened together with the decay in q. The 525 overall stress response post the onset of instability was seen to be a consequence of the interplay 526 between ac and an. The micro-mechanical responses of the CSD tests differed from those of the 527 CDCV tests, with CSD tests presenting higher geometrical and mechanical anisotropies at the onset of 528 instability compared to CDCV tests. The rate of change in all micro-quantities studied was not 529 affected by the onset of instability for the CDCV tests and was only at liquefaction that a sudden 530 change was observed. While all samples sheared under CSD conditions showed unstable behavior, 531 only the loose sample liquefied under CDCV conditions, with the medium dense and dense sampleshowing no signs of instabilities. Therefore, it is important to note that the constant shear drained 533 loading conditions can result in more unfavorable situations than for undrained loading conditions. 534
Notation 626 an
Normal contact force anisotropy. 
